THE CATBIRD SEATTM
EXTERNAL SECURITY MONITORING

PRODUCT SUITE

Protect your network, Web site, and
e-transactions with around-the-clock
external monitoring
Every organization connected to the
Internet exposes itself to hackers. And
firewalls offer your network limited
protection unless properly managed. How
can you secure your network and protect
your organization from attack?
External Security Monitoring, a suite of
services from Catbird Networks, is the only
security solution that monitors your
network every two minutes, 365 days a year
from outside your firewall — from your
customers’ and hackers’ point of view. Plus,
External Security Monitoring complements
your existing “inside the firewall” security
deployments with a new layer of security.
External Security Monitoring Services
Network Monitoring — Ensures your
network is locked down with around-theclock vulnerability protection to prevent
unauthorized penetration.
Web Site Monitoring — Safeguards your
confidential data and reputation by
preventing hackers from hijacking your
Web site to unauthorized computer systems
— or compromising private information
with visible or source code defacements.
E-Banking & E-Commerce Monitoring —
Protects your customers by ensuring your
e-commerce
and
e-banking
sites
SSL-encrypt every online transaction — and
that links between your Web site and your
partners’ are not hijacked.

Benefits of External Security
Monitoring Services
Leverage your existing “outer edge”
security investments – Protect your network
by maximizing your firewall and “outer
edge”security investments with 24/7/365
vulnerability protection.
Protect your computer systems around the
clock – Defend your system against hackers
and hijackers by monitoring your network every
two minutes, every day of the year.
Monitor your system from around the Net –
Ensure your network remains secure and
maintains its high performance by monitoring
your network from points all over the Internet.
No hardware, software, or consulting costs –
Catbird agents monitor your servers from
outside your firewall from major points on the
Internet. Which means you don’t have to
purchase, integrate, and maintain new
hardware or software, or pay for additional
consulting services.
Troubleshoot vulnerabilities quickly – Our
Web-based interface provides you with detailed
analysis, follow-up testing, and best-in-class
performance trending. The included reports
enable you to document performance for
internal management and external auditor
review.
Manage your site better with automatic
reporting – Automated daily, weekly and
monthly reporting makes it easy to manage your
site and send reports to managers and auditors.
Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks’ suite of
security and performance monitoring solutions
can help you, contact us today.
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DNS SERVER MONITOR

Keep your DNS healthy and all of
your Internet services will be
rewarded
Domain Name Servers (DNS) are the first systems contacted when a customer looks for
your site, or sends you an email  and the
last place you want to have trouble. If DNS
records are not found, your Web site cant be
found. You cant afford to wonder Am I visible?
Catbird Seat DNS Test by Catbird Networks
makes sure all of your DNS records exist, stay
current, and are readily found. The result: Your
domain is always recognized and accessible
to customers. If DNS records are missing or
modified without permission, Catbird agents
immediately alert you via pager or email. Companies with multiple servers can take advantage of the DNS Cluster Monitor, which
monitors all of your servers to ensure that
customers are successfully routed to your site
by any one of the active servers.
Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
DNS Monitor
n Monitor all of your critical DNS records 
The DNS Monitor  the most detailed DNS test
ever  is the only solution that monitors all of your
critical records in the lookup of your domain.
n Get to the root of a problem with auto trace
routing  Automatic trace routing identifies a
problem immediately  not hours later when it
would be difficult to trace  so you can limit exposure.
n Eliminate false error reporting Catbird Networks provides you with the unique ability to
dampen error notifications that filter out transient
Internet events  so youre only notified when
theres a real problem.
n Monitor all of your DNS Servers Do you have
more than one server deployed? The DNS Cluster
Monitor monitors all of your servers, but only notifies you if all of them fail and visitor access to
your site is jeopardized. Youre not consumed with
false notifications if only one server is interrupted.
n Automatically monitor your site all day, every day  We monitor the performance of your
servers on a daily basis in 15-minute increments,
so youre informed as soon as an event occurs.
n Monitor server security from all over the
Internet  Catbird agents monitor your servers
from major points on the Internet and outside your
firewall. Which means there is no software to install or integrate within your network.
n Manage your site better with automatic reporting Automated daily, weekly and monthly
reporting makes it easy to manage your site and
send reports to managers and auditors.
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EMAIL MONITOR

Track the performance of your
email system to keep business
communications alive
Do you wonder if your outbound email messages were delivered? Or worry that youre
not receiving all of your email? When your
email system lags, your business communications falter and you may miss important
opportunities.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
Email Monitor

Catbird Seat Email Monitor by Catbird Networks ends the wondering and worrying.
Designed to test your POP and SMTP servers,
the Email Monitor watches your entire email
system, including inbound and outbound mail
and total propagation time. Setting up the
Email Monitor is easy  simply create an
email account on your email server. After reviewing time records and confirmation messages a Catbird agent tracks the time it takes
to receive and send email messages. If any
errors occur you can resolve them quickly and
easily.

n Set up and manage your email tests easily 
Simply set up a dedicated test email account for
inbound and outbound email. A Catbird agent uses
this account to monitor your email system.

Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

n Resolve email problems immediately If errors occur in your email server, the Email Monitor
notifies you immediately so that you can resolve
the problem as quickly as possible.

n Eliminate false error reporting  Catbird Networks provides you with the unique ability to
dampen error notifications that filter out transient
Internet events  so youre only notified when
theres a real problem.
n Improve email performance  Once you know
how long it takes for inbound and outbound messages to travel through your system, you can optimize your email servers for better performance.
n Automatically monitor your site all day, every day We monitor the performance of your
servers on a daily basis in 15-minute increments,
so youre informed as soon as an event occurs.
n Monitor server performance from all over the
Internet Catbird agents monitor your servers
from major points on the Internet and outside your
firewall. Which means there is no software to install or integrate within your network.
n Manage your site better with automatic reporting Automated daily, weekly and monthly
reporting makes it easy to manage your site and
send reports to managers and auditors.
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HIJACKING MONITOR

Protect your site from the threat of
hijacking
Think your site is secure? Malicious hackers
have, and will, continue to access site records
without the site administrators knowledge 
and reroute unsuspecting visitors from your
e-commerce store to another look-alike Web
site. Thinking theyre on your Web site, your
customers could enter their confidential information (i.e., credit cards, SSN, bank account numbers)  which hijackers can use
to drain your customers accounts and your
reputation.
Catbird Seat Hijacking Monitor from Catbird
Networks monitors your site to ensure it is
supported by your intended servers. The Hijacking Monitor works by taking a snapshot
of all of your DNS records. Catbird agents then
compare the snapshots with current DNS
records every 15 minutes  if they dont
match, an alert is sent to your email or pager
so you can resolve the problem immediately.
Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
Hijacking Monitor
n Conserve IT resources while keeping your domain secure  Let Catbird Networks maintain
your domain security. Your IT department has
more pressing projects than giving domain security the attention it deserves.
n Respond immediately to resolve any trouble
 The Hijacking Monitor watches your domain
every 15 minutes, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
to prevent hijacking. If a hijacking occurs, youll
be the first to know so you can repair the problem
ASAP.
n Automatically monitor your site all day, every
day We monitor the security of your servers
on a daily basis in 15-minute increments, so youre
informed as soon as an event occurs.
n Monitor server security from all over the
Internet Catbird agents monitor your servers
from major points on the Internet and outside your
firewall. Which means there is no software to install or integrate within your network.
n Manage your site better with automatic reporting Automated daily, weekly and monthly
reporting makes it easy to manage your site and
send reports to managers and auditors.
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PORT SCAN MONITOR

Automatically secure your servers
ports every day
Having just one unplanned port open on your
servers is too many. Black hats can easily
exploit open ports and access passwords,
credit card numbers, and other confidential
information. And once your sites been
hacked, its not easy regaining your customers confidence.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
Port Scan Monitor

Keep your servers safe from prying eyes. Catbird Seat Port Scan Monitor from Catbird Networks enables you to monitor all of your
ports on one or more servers to make sure
they conform to your desired settings. The Port
Scan Monitor does this by establishing a
baseline configuration of which ports are
open and closed. A Catbird agent monitors a
specific IP address  or your entire range of
IP addresses  daily to make sure it matches
the baseline. If an unauthorized change is
detected, Catbird Networks will immediately
send you a notification by pager or email.

n Complete your best practices security plan 
The Port Scan Monitor is integral to any best practices security plan. The test provides you with a
vital, independent third-party vantage of your
firewall and Internet-facing devices.

Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

n Minimize costs while protecting confidential
data  The Port Scan Monitor gives you an alternative to conducting expensive, periodic vulnerability tests from the outside. Catbird agents
monitor your servers ALAHO@=Oto keep confidential data secure.

n Free your IT resources with automated monitoring  Scanning ports is important but time
consuming. The Port Scan Monitor checks your
ports daily from points all over the Internet so your
IT department can focus on revenue-impacting
projects.
n Easily set up and manage your tests Using
our secure Web interface, simply establish a
baseline configuration so agents can monitor your
ports. When youre notified of a variation, you can
update the baseline with a click of your mouse.
n Automatically monitor your site all day, every
day We monitor the security of your servers
on a daily basis in 15-minute increments, so youre
informed as soon as an event occurs.
n Monitor server security from all over the
Internet Catbird agents monitor your servers
from major points on the Internet and outside your
firewall. Which means there is no software to install or integrate within your network.
n Manage your site better with automatic reporting Automated daily, weekly and monthly
reporting makes it easy to manage your site and
send reports to managers and auditors.
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SECURE CERTIFICATE MONITOR

Protect your online customers
from identity theft
Are your online transactions safe and secure
with 128-bit SSL encryption? Unsecured
transactions can be compromised and have
drastic consequences. To keep your customers protected its your responsibility to make
sure their e-banking and online shopping
transactions are hacker-proof.
Catbird Secure Certificate Monitor works
around the clock to make sure your customers online transactions remain secure with
your SSL encryption. The Secure Certificate
Monitor does this by comparing your SSL certificate to the one being used for each online
transaction. If there is a mismatch, or the connection is not secured, Catbird Networks will
immediately alert you via pager or email.
Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
Secure Certificate
Monitor
n Keep transactions secured by monitoring your
SSL ID  The Certificate Monitor verifies the security of your customers online transactions by
making sure the correct SSL ID is used for every
transaction. Catbird agents monitor your SSL ID
24 hours-a-day, 365 days-a-year.
n Automatically monitor your site all day, every day We monitor the security of your servers on a daily basis in 15-minute increments, so
youre informed as soon as an event occurs.
n Monitor server security from all over the
Internet Catbird agents monitor your servers
from major points on the Internet and outside your
firewall. This means there is no software to install
or integrate within your network.
n Manage your site better with automatic reporting Automated daily, weekly and monthly
reporting makes it easy to manage your site and
send reports to managers and auditors.
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TLD SERVER MONITOR

Keep your Web site visible by
monitoring TLD lookup tables
Top Level Domain (TLD) servers play a critical role on the Internet: They must be aware
your domain exists for your Web site to be
visible. Worldwide, there are 13 TLDs that
maintain the lookup tables to your domain
address  and which are responsible for millions of records. If your record is lost, your
entire domain is lost. Can you really afford to
be invisible on the Web?
Catbird Seat TLD Monitor from Catbird Networks makes sure the TLD record for your
Web site is visible so that customers can find
your site. The TLD Monitor verifies that TLD
servers are responding with the correct reference to your domain, and watches for any incorrect updates, unauthorized changes, or
other errors made to your records. If problems
are found, a Catbird agent notifies you by
pager or email so you can resolve any problems quickly.
Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
TLD Monitor
n Ensure your Web site and email addresses
exist Dont assume your records are available
in the TLD lookup tables. Catbird agents monitor
the lookup tables for you, so you know your TLD
records exist and are correct.
n Resolve problems as they occur  Catbird
agents crawl the domain name structure to pinpoint failures within the recursive records  providing you with the necessary information to
rapidly address the specific issue at hand.
n Easily set up and manage your tests  Simply
specify the domain and the threshold of acceptable failures, and Catbird agents will monitor your
domain.
n Automatically monitor your site all day, every day We monitor the security of your servers on a daily basis in 15-minute increments, so
youre informed as soon as an event occurs.
n Monitor server security from all over the
Internet Catbird agents monitor your servers
from major points on the Internet and outside your
firewall. Which means there is no software to install or integrate within your network.
n Manage your site better with automatic reporting Automated daily, weekly and monthly
reporting makes it easy to manage your site and
send reports to managers and auditors.
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TRANSACTION MONITOR

Increase customer retention by
ensuring timely Web transactions
Are customers abandoning transactions because your Web site is slow? Does latency
occur at peak traffic periods? Or where your
site links to your partners? For your Web site
to be successful, you need to guarantee secure online customer transactions with bestin-class performance, and the secure
execution of desired links, log-ins, and shopping transactions.
Catbird Seat Transaction Monitor from Catbird Networks helps you maintain high customer satisfaction by ensuring rapid, secure
Web-based transactions. The Transaction
Monitor measures your Web sites performance by simulating the user experience and
determining how long it takes to complete a
transaction  from making a purchase or performing a search query, to accessing account
information. The Transaction Monitor also ensures that a transaction is not hijacked or sent
to the wrong Web location. Specific tests include pattern matching to prevent application
errors, cookie preservation, object caching,
and monitoring successful execution of links
to third-party sites.
Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
Transaction Monitor
n Pinpoint performance problems  The Transaction Monitor simulates how customers interact
with your Web site  enabling you to monitor what
they experience, and identify performance problems.
n Make sure customers arrive at partner sites
successfully Does a third-party provide e-commerce or e-banking services for your site? The
Transaction Monitor ensures your customers are
delivered to partner sites securely and successfully. Once there, your partner safeguards their security.
n Identify latency issues caused by third parties If slow-downs occur when customers go
from your Web site to a third-party site, you need
to know about it immediately. After all, its your
reputation on the line.
n Eliminate false error reporting Catbird Networks provides you with the unique ability to
dampen error notifications that filter out transient
Internet events  so youre only notified when
theres a real problem.
n Automatically monitor your site all day, every
day We monitor the performance of your servers on a daily basis in 15-minute increments, so
youre informed as soon as an event occurs.
n Monitor server performance from all over the
Internet  Catbird agents monitor your servers
from major points on the Internet and outside your
firewall. Which means there is no software to install or integrate within your network.
n Manage your site better with automatic reporting Automated daily, weekly and monthly
reporting makes it easy to manage your site and
send reports to managers and auditors.
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VULNERABILITY MONITOR

Protect your systems and services
from attack with comprehensive
vulnerability testing
A firewall doesnt guarantee your network is
safe from unauthorized access. And
outsourcing your Web site hosting doesnt
mean your security holes are being identified
and addressed.
The Catbird Seat Vulnerability Test from Catbird Networks audits your security installations and identifies weaknesses where bad
guys, or crackers, may enter. The Vulnerability Monitor currently scans for over 930
vulnerabilities. And because our tests are updated weekly, youre protected against new
threats as they are discovered. If weaknesses
are found in your environment, youll receive
a detailed report along with suggested solutions to remedy them.
Paired with Catbird Networks 24/7/365 security monitoring, youre assured that your network is guarded against attack. Protecting
your systems from attack is an ongoing responsibility and not a one-time event.
Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
Vulnerability Monitor
n Satisfy your security audits through unmatched reportingaTo comply with security
audits, regulated industries, such as financial institutions, can take advantage of Catbird Networks
thorough reporting. Reports include a complete
list of executed vulnerability tests prioritized by
severity, CVE identifiers, and comparisons to past
audits.
n Protect your network through comprehensive scanning The Vulnerability Monitor keeps
your servers safe from prying eyes and Trojans by
ensuring that all of your systems conform to your
desired settings. To keep your network safe, Catbird Networks updates its vulnerability testing on
a regular basis to address new security issues and
holes.
n Minimize costs by outsourcing external scans
of your network Keep costs low while letting
IT workers focus on more revenue-generating
projects. By allowing Catbird Networks to watch
your network for you from outside your firewall,
you dont have to purchase, setup or maintain any
additional hardware.
n Keep up-to-date with the latest security tests
 Catbird Networks regularly update its portfolio of vulnerability tests to address new security
issues or holes so youre kept abreast of any problems that may impact your network.
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WEB MONITOR

Improve your Web site
performance and customer
satisfaction
A slow Web site can mean a Web page has
errors, your connectivity is suffering, or your
site is under a Denial of Service (DoS) attack.
You need to be alerted to these problems immediately to prevent your customers Web experience from suffering. From DNS lookup to
connection download, the Catbird Seat Web
Monitor from Catbird Networks is the most
sophisticated solution for monitoring your
Web sites performance and availability.
The Catbird Seat Web Monitor delivers the
most detailed information so you can easily
analyze and troubleshoot performance issues
on your Web site. The Web Monitor looks at
ALAHOelement of a page  from text, URLs,
graphics, and Java applets, to banner ads, CGI
scripts, and third-party content. By analyzing each element independently, the Web
Monitor can identify bottlenecks and perform
in-depth analysis and performance trending.
If the overall site is slow, or unusual latency
is experienced at specific locations, Catbird
agents will discover these conditions and report them to you promptly.
Contact Catbird Networks for More Information
To discover how Catbird Networks suite of security and performance monitoring solutions can
help you, contact us today.

Benefits of Catbird Seat
Web Monitor
n Quickly identify specific objects that are causing problems Is your banner ad too large? Is
a CGI script missing? The Web Monitor tells you
which page element is causing trouble  so you
dont waste time guessing.
n Eliminate false error reporting  Catbird Networks provides you with the unique ability to
dampen error notifications that filter out transient
Internet events  so youre only notified when
theres a real problem.
n Detect unusual latency  an early indicator
of malicious activity  Performance degradation can indicate a DoS attack. The Web Monitor
helps you understand performance trends to better safeguard your site.
n Pinpoint problems anywhere in the network
 The Web Monitor is the only solution that isolates problems on specific servers within specific
networks  so you can find and resolve problems
immediately.
n Manage your third-party technology partners
 Monitor how third-party servers are performing so your Web site is always fast and satisfying
for your users.
n Automatically monitor your site all day, every day We monitor the performance of your
servers on a daily basis in 15-minute increments,
so youre informed as soon as an event occurs.
n Monitor server performance from all over the
Internet Catbird agents monitor your servers
from major points on the Internet and outside your
firewall. Which means there is no software to install or integrate within your network.
n Manage your site better with automatic reporting Automated daily, weekly and monthly
reporting makes it easy to manage your site and
send reports to managers and auditors.
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